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Protect Your Construction Documents
IRVINE, CA – A spilled cup of coffee soaks your blueprints at a construction site. A grading
plan slips into a muddy drainage ditch. Someone sets a heavy display on a one-of-a-kind drawing.
Or, maybe it’s just raining.
Damage to your valuable plans and documents is lurking just around the corner. That’s why
EASI FILE, the document storage specialists, has introduced a new, simple, economical (less
than $3.50 ea.) solution to protect plans, maps and drawings -- the PRO-ONE Protective
Envelope.
PRO-ONE is a rugged, transparent envelope that is large enough to fully cover engineering and
architectural documents, maps, film, artwork, and other printed materials. Unlike lamination
(which encases individual plan pages in plastic), with the PRO-ONE you slip one sheet or a full
set of plans in and out with ease. You can make field notes and red line changes right on the
original documents, and then slide the plans back into the envelope for protection and travel.
Each EASI FILE PRO-ONE Protective Envelope is manufactured of tough 4-mil. anti-static
polyethylene in a variety of sizes and configurations. The PRO-ONE is available with top or side
entry; and in single or multiple pocket set-ups. It accommodates plans or drawings of 24” x 36”
and 30” x 42”.
PRO-ONE protects documents from water, dirt, coffee, masonry spills, or other unexpected
conditions that can occur in the field. It has been specifically designed to give builders, specialty
contractors, architects, designers and engineers complete peace of mind, knowing that their most
important drawings won’t be ruined or damaged on-site or in transit.
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Add One—Easi File Protection
According to Brad Barrett, president of EASI FILE, the simplicity and elegance of the PRO-ONE
solution has been “embraced by construction, architectural and engineering companies
nationwide. The PRO-ONE is very inexpensive insurance, plus it works throughout our filing and
retrieval system.”
A leading manufacturer since 1971, EASI FILE is best known for the world’s most efficient large
document filing systems. PRO-ONE fits EASI FILE’s cabinets and zippered carriers, which are
available in styles and configurations for documents ranging from 8 _ x 11-inches up through 44
x 72-inches.
A variety of accessories are available to customize EASI FILE cabinets to meet individual
storage needs, including color-coded index tabs for easy identification and locks for document
security.
For additional information, call 1-800-800-5563 or visit EASI FILE’s web site at
www.easifileusa.com.
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EDITORS: For additional photographs, an interview with Mr. Barrett,
or for more information, please contact John Juneau at 760-602-0088.

PRO-ONE protects documents from water, dirt, coffee, masonry spills, or
other unexpected conditions that can occur in the field.

